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+ - + -SOLEOOID DETECI'ORS FOR e e .. II II AND arHER FINAL STATES

w. A. WENZEL

Abstract
. + - + - .several magnetic detector geanetr~es for e e -+- II 11 are stuched. Use

of the magnet coil as a radiator is considered as a way of building a ccnpact

field detector for hadron, photon, electron, an:l muon physics. The usefulness

of e+e-elastic scattering to nonnalize ll+l.l- rates under different conditions

of beam POlarizaticn is erphasized. Toroidal and solenoidal muon detectors

are c:x::rrpared.

A.

B.

Introduction
+ - +-There are several reasons why the study of e e -+- II II needs a detector

that rreasures llOre than this process alone. First, although the II+ll- final

state is extr.e:rely rich in tenns of the number of fundarrental parameters

that can :Ln principle be neasured (e.g., coupling constants and intemediate

boson mass), untangling these requires careful relative nonnalizaticn during

runs with different beam conditions (i.e., energy and beam polarization).

The IlEasuranent of at least one par~ter (~~) requires a precise absolute

IIEasurement of the cross-section. Second, certain backgrounds and systanatic

effects can be checked if the detector has rrore than the minimum selectivity.

For ex.arcple, the SPectrum and asymnetries of Penetrating secondaries can be

rreasured. Third, other physics is also interesting, and can potentially be

carried out in parallel during the long runs that will be neEk1ed for the weak

interaction work.

'!he simultaneous measuranent of e+e- elastic scattering seens particularly

necessary to the II+II- program. we have therefore considered in this report

detectors for which the identification of energetic electrons is an integral

part.
+ - + -

Par~ters of e e -+ II II

we consider only the lCMest order electranagnetic and weak interaction

(V,A) tenns. we assuma that both electron beams are unpolarized, or that one

or the other (but not both) is polarized longitudinally (indicated by At). Muon

helicity is not IIEasured.
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Then the roost general expressioo for the cross section is

J.f A; ~ = (I + "2-A )(,-1-~'Le) ..,. if B~ e
.,t'1-d.,..-'l-

\'mere (using Mikaelian' s el) notation): 2,. '1..

A: ( ~~~;:J:. It:±. ~;'dAt,)/ e (f- Io4J /4-)

B -= (~:~:± il: ca.:a-~)/e7-(I- Mt/A )

Measurenent of (J over a range of angles detenni.nes two pararreters

only (A,B) for a given running conditicn (s, A constant). The two tenns

are orthogonal in cose. For a synmatric detector their values an:] errors

fully describe a given neasurement.

For the rceasuranent of interesting quantities we note:

1. The s dependence of the coupling constants gives the intenla1iate

boson mass2 (M2).
z

2. With no polarization of the beam g~ g~ (= g~) can be detenni.ned fran a

sinple asynmatJ:y measurarent: A
o

(cos8)~4B cos8/(1 + cos2e).
3. With no polarization ~ ~(.~) requires an absolute neasuranent. This

requires that either:

a. Absolute detector efficiency and luminosity are kncMn, or

b. Detector efficiency for 11+11- relative to that for sane other

process that can be calculated is kr1a-Jn. The best candidate
+ - +-for such a process is e e -+ e e. This should be rreasured at

large angles and over a range of angles to avoid the extr.EJ'OO

sensitivity of cross secticn to scattering angle and beam

direction. Hence, a gcxx1 electron detector within the muon

detector is desirable. If elastic scattering violates QED, the

exper.i.nent is, of course, even nore interesting, although there

may be smpler ways to measure the latter process.
4. with polarization, the term g: g~ is determined from the diff-

erence of asymnetries neasured with and withoot polarizaticn or with

polarizations of opposite sign. A serialS systematic problem is the

necessary change of beam direction (vertically) in order to effect

longitu:ii.nal polarization. (2)
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5. In order to detect a violation of ll-e universality we need the difference

of the two V-A interference terms. For this, ~ g~ ' must be determinErl
separately from the term discussed in 4, This is obtained from the

relative difference of the total rate with and without polarization.

Absolute normalization is not required, but relative no:rmalization

with strongly variable beam conditions is necessary.

Therefore, we believe that a good decector for e+e- elastic scattering is

desirable if not essential for rrost of the II+ll- physics.

For a detector with az:i.rmlthal and polar syrrmetry the relative effect

iveness in the rreasuranent of Rate (do/ell ex: I + cos2e) and asymnetry (A ex: cose/

(1 + cos2S) can be defined unambiguously in terms of inverse integrated

~2it~to6aclri/f~;~r;(~·9~~-~~~)fcJe~_Gc)3~
~e1~clOT' ~1r . _+ -I~ . +r-I

)

1. I ~ .... Cro-ertlM:-C4'iJ~~ .~.. ~ l-. ~If<~
E :: A~ SA 16- . //1

A- de..i * efT 1- 7r/ T

Figure I (3) shcMs heM this varies with oos0min for emax = 1T/2. The- vertical

marks are for two detector designs considered in the next section. The

curves corresponding to E
R

and EA give the performance for ~ and g~ respect

ively. Interference terns gACJv fall sarewhere in the included area.

Fran the Figure we see that asyrnnetry measurements benefit roore than

rate measuranents fran acceptance at a small polar angle. At 30-degrees the

running time for a given precision in asyITIletry would be only 40 per cent greater

than for a 4n detectOr (if this oould be wilt).

c. Deteeoor for Other Physics Too

we have examined two kirrls of muon-electron detectors, one of which

would preserve the possibility of doing other physics by providing a high

resolution low density charged particle detector as well as a shower detector

inside the magnetic field volume.

In addit ' to + - + - , ed10Il e e -+ e e are discuss above, we note:

1. Events with an energetic electron and muon in the final state could

indicate the producticn of the heavy leptons,

2. Hard hadrons (the charge but not the type is detennined) and y-rays can
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be identified by elimination of electrons and Im.1ons. These can reveal

fundamental properties and fonn factors of em and strong interactiOns.

3. Muons can arise in the decay of channed particles.

4. Vertices are well defined, so strange particles can be studied.

5. Correlations in charged and neutral (soft) rrultiparticle final states

have been studied particularly in connecticn with Gr~ A IS MINIMAG

SPEAR proPOSal. It is possible that our detector could do sane of the

sarre kirrl of work; hoNever, very careful attention to the relative

sensitivity of the y-ray detector is needed.

Figures 2 and 3 slnYs detectors suitable for hadron and y-ray as well

as llUlOn-electron detection. The lead-scintillator sanlwiches include

fourteen 0.2 radiation length lead sheets. The copPer magnet coils provide

ten layers of I radiation length (radially) each. The inner charged particle

detectors are high resolution drift chambers that can operate symretrically

in high rragnetic fields. The chamber design would follow that proposed by

Group A for MINIMAG.

Use of the magnet coil in this hybrid way Penni.ts high field to be

obtained in a small device with relatively low power. The IS-kg field

requires about 1.5 MW; this can be reduced at the expense of field uniform

i ty by bringing the pole-tips closer together at snaIl radius.

Figure 4 shcMs an em view of the detector (s). The return yoke, which

provides most of the IlUlon filtering, is adjustOO. to provide polar a:IUali

zation of the muon path length in the absorber. The iron surfaces can be

torch cut.

Cost of the r~ material for the spectrareter(s) [anitting the wire

chambers, scintillators and electronics] is approximately as follows:

Phototubes

Steel

Copper

5-in., 50 x $500

2-in., 150 x $100

200T @$O,2/lb.

lOT @ $2/lb

$ 25K

15

40

20
$TIrnK

This estimate, of course, ignores the cost of develq::nent, fabrication

and other things that are anitted.
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The scintillators in the radiator (see Figure 5) are made up of flat,

long strips that can be slid into the annular slots· between the assanbled

coil layers. They are taPered on the ends. No gluing is necessary, provided

that the forms for scintillator fabrication can be long enough. The only

light guides are cylinders of lucite to let the phototubes be located outside

the p::lle-tips.

The scintillators are viewed fran both ends • With standard circuitry

they can obviously be used to provide fast timing information for 11+11- am
e+e- final states.

Figure 6 shews the nonentum resolution as a function of magnetic field

strength, m::mentum arx1 inner chamber resolution. The m.IDnS are rreasurerl

better than the hadrons and electrons by using an additional chamber at I

neter radius. we would do still better by using the deflection in the return

yoke•. This effect is not inlcuded in the resolution estimates. In the

region of interest the error for the inner detector is daninaterl by chamber

resolution. The error in the use of the chamber at 1 meter is daninated

by coulanb scattering.

For such a detector we conclude the follONing fran Figure 6:

a) Even with spark chambers (00 ::: 0.3 rnn), a llU.lOn nonentum resolution

of 17 per cent is obtained for 15 GeV at 1.5 tesla. For SPEAR at

3 GeV, the resoluticm. would be 10 Per cent.

b) With 0.1 nm drift chamber resolution at 1.5 tesla, a 15 GeV electron

or hadron would be neasured to 20 per cent, while a 3 GeV nuon,

electron or hadron is neasured to 4 per cent, provided that the total

(distributed) material through the inner detector is substantially less

than 0.2 radiation lengths.

D. Iron Balls and Solenoidal Detectors

To select and neasure muons of high energy, magnetized iron can be very

useful. If we give up hadron physics, the pc:wer requiranents are dramatically

reduced. Figure 7 shews ~ toroidal or cylindrical geatetry can be used with

magnetic deflecticn in solid iron. Measurarent errors tend to be daninated by

coulanb scattering. Spark chamber resolution (::: 0.3 rnn) appears to be sufficient

up to 15 GeV.

To neasure e+e- events we have included in the relatively field free

region a shaNer detector of ::10 radiation lengths (radialJ..y). We have ·carpared

the toroidal and cylindrical gearetries for different maximum radii and a p::l1ar
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acceptance fran -30 to +30 degrees. we assume, for exanple, that the trans

verse dimensions of the exPerimental area will be limiting. In each case

the solenoid will therefore be IlUlch heavier than the toroid. For reasonable

sizes this is not a severe limi.tation, l1.cMever, especially because tolerances

on the steel yoke are rather loose. Also the detectors may have to be larger

for the solenoid, hlt in this case the precision needed in the azimuthal

measurement is readily achieved using lOng wires parallel to the beam axis.

For the solenoid the core and yoke dim:msions are adjusted so that the

field everywhere in the iron is the Barre (2 tesla). The toroid, also at

2 tesla, presents a spherical outer surface, and the thickness as a function

of polar angle is adjusted so that the stopping pcMer is the same in all

directions •

The resolution for the measuranent of rranentum of a single particle is

shown in Figure 8. It is energy indeperx1ent because coulanb scattering dan

ipates. The toroid is generally better than the solenoid. The rrost :illpartant

difference is that for the solenoid the resolution goes at sinS-l / 2• [Note

that for the solenoid detector dominated by chamber resolutioo the rranenturn

resolution goes as sinS.] HcMeve+, two effects have been anitted that make

the iron solenoid better than irrplied in Figure 8. First, measurEJlBlt on the

outside of the return yoke could be used to reduce the error. The deflecticn

of the yoke is about half that in the core, hence a 20 Per cent reducticn in

the overall single particle resolution for the solenoid would be possible.

second, viewed along the beam axis, the IlUlOns merge'back to back. This can

be used as an additional constraint in the m:m:mtum measurarent using the solenoid.

It is also an inportant constraint in rejecting background. In the other

projection radiative effects destroy the oolinearity of the IlUlcn5. we conclude

that there isn I t IlUlch reason to choose between the scleroid and toroid as far

as intrinsic rranentmn resolution is concerned. There may be sema practical

problems associated with the aligrment of the internal and external chambers.

It would appear easier to do this in azimuth than in polar angle. This would

terx1 to favor the solenoid gearetry.

other canpariscns of systanatic effects can be nade. A possible criticism

of the solenoid geanetry is that the proportion of muons lost fran radiative

tails depenls on polar angle. For a given maximum detector radius this loss is

on the average larger for the solenoid than for the corresponding toroid. To
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minimize such losses, only a reasalable fracticin, say less than half, of the

energy should be absorbed in the detector. we note also that energy loss

by mons is not charge syrrmetric. The effect, at a level of~1/3 per cent,

has been both observed (4)arx1 explained (5). In our present case, l1cMever,

each II+ll- event requires the detection of both muons with· a highly syITmetric

detector. Hence, there would be no inp:>rtant contribution to systsnatic

asynnetry backgrounds fran the effects discussed above.

There are also coopensations for the dependence on polar angle of the path

length in the iron. The small angle backgrounds are nore likely to

be asy:rmetrici hence stronger filtering is justified. An extreme exanple

is e+e- elastic scattering. It is therefore appropriate also that the effective

thickness of the electron detector varies as sinS-1 as is :inplied in Figures

2,3 arx1 7.

A xrore serious systaratic effect can arise in the asyrnnetry of backgrounds

for II+ll- events when the signs of the charges are reverse:I. Figure 9 shcMs

the topology of II+II- vs. ll-II+ events in the toroidal and solenoidal gecEetries.

In both cases both Imlons fran events with a given S, ep production go through

different parts of the detector when the charges are reverse:I. Because back

ground variation with polar angle is nore to be expecte:I than variatioo with

azirruthal angle, the toi:oi.dal gearetry is trore likely to get into trouble. It

is easier to build a device that is axially syrmetric in detection efficiency.

Detaile:I axial sy:rmetry is not necessary for the solenoid. As long as the

detection (and background) symnetry is even in ep (i.e. with respect to the

vertical plane containing the beam) no polar asymnetry is introdUce:l. Note

that roth transverse polarization and vertical beam steering to produce long-

i tudinal polarization also will produce effects that are even in ep and will

therefore not lead to a systematic polar asymnetry for the solenoid.

For the toroid there are trore likely to be problems, because background
+ - - +can dePend on cosS (or sinS) so that II II and II II events are detecte:I with

different efficiencies. It is dwiously desirable to reverse the magnetic

field for half the running. This should be done for any detector, because

it interchanges the topologies that we are concerne:I with. Lindtatioos of

this procerlure are that the field may not reverse perfectly, and also, that

not everything else stays the same, e.g., there are more ne:Jative electroos and

positive protons in the backgrounds of our world. The best detector is as

symnetric as possible before the magnetic field is reverse:I.
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We conclude that the solenoid geometry is more likely to avoid systematic

asymmetries. For the cost of about a megawatt of power (we have not considered

superconductivity)a compact design which measures processes other than
+ - + - .e e + ~ ~ seems to be a worthwhile development.
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